The Son
A Novel, by Philipp Meyer
(Ecco, 9780062120397, $27.99)
“Epic yet intimate, Meyer’s The Son is the best kind of historical fiction. Vivid characters and great storytelling bring to life a distant time and place, while the themes and issues explored are completely relevant to our time. The interwoven perspectives of the three generations of the McCullough family create a counterpoint as each comments on the others, their mores, and their expectations and how these change over time. This is what great literature should be: a page-turner with a serious moral purpose.”
—Scott Kinberger, Books Inc., San Francisco, CA

The Silver Star
A Novel, by Jeannette Walls
(Scribner, 9781451661507, $26)
Recommended by Linda McLoughlin Figel, Pages: A Bookstore, Manhattan Beach, CA

TransAtlantic
A Novel, by Colum McCann
(Random House, 9781400069590, $27)
Recommended by Liza Bernard, Norwich Bookstore, Norwich, VT

Norwegian by Night
A Novel, by Derek B. Miller
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 9780547934877, $26)
Recommended by Richard Howorth, Square Books, Oxford, MS

And the Mountains Echoed
A Novel, by Khaled Hosseini
(Riverhead, 9781594486401, $27.95)
Recommended by Anderson McKeen, Page & Palette, Fairhope, AL

On Sal Mal Lane
A Novel, by Ru Freeman
(Graywolf Press, 9781555976422, $26)
Recommended by Ellen Richmond, Children’s Book Cellar, Waterville, ME

The Yonahlossee Riding Camp for Girls
A Novel, by Anton DiSclafani
(Riverhead, 9781594486401, $27.95)
Recommended by Terry Gilman, Mysterious Galaxy, San Diego, CA

Time Flies
A Novel, by Claire Cook
(Touchstone, 9781451673678, $24.99)
Recommended by Jill Miner, Saturn Booksellers, Gaylord, MI

The Last Summer of the Camperdowns
A Novel, by Elizabeth Kelly
(Liveright, 9780871403407, $25.95)
Recommended by Sara Hinckley, Hudson Booksellers, Marietta, GA

Looking for Me
A Novel, by Beth Hoffman
(Pamela Dorman Books/Viking, 9780670025831, $27.95)
Recommended by Lynne LeBlanc, The Fountainhead Bookstore, Hendersonville, NC

If You Were Here
A Novel of Suspense, by Alafair Burke
(Harper, 9780062208354, $25.99)
Recommended by Bina Valenzano, The BookMark Shoppe, Brooklyn, NY

Bootstrapper
From Broke to Badass on a Northern Michigan Farm, by Mardi Jo Link
(Knopf, 9780307596918, $24.95)
Recommended by Marla Van Hook, Horizon Books, Traverse City, MI

A Place at the Table
A Novel, by Susan Rebecca White
(Touchstone, 9781451608878, $25)
Recommended by Nancy Simpson-Brice, The Book Vault, Oskaloosa, IA

Taipei
A Novel, by Tao Lin
(Vintage, 9780307950178, paper, $14.95)
Recommended by Ami Tian, Ravenna Third Place Books, Seattle, WA

Red Sparrow
A Novel, by Jason Matthews
(Scribner, 9781476706122, $26.99)
Recommended by Rita Moran, Apple Valley Books, Winthrop, ME

Good Kings Bad Kings
A Novel, by Susan Nussbaum
(Algonquin Books, 9781616202637, $23.95)
Recommended by Ann Christophersen, Women & Children First, Chicago, IL

We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves
by Karen Joy Fowler
(A Marian Wood Book/Putnam, 9780399162091, $26.95)
Recommended by Karen Briggs, Great Northern Books & Hobbies, Oscoda, MI

Flat Water Tuesday
A Novel, by Ron Irwin
(Thomas Dunne Books/St. Martin’s Press, 9781250030030, $24.99)
Recommended by Beverly Bartczak, The Fine Print, Lakeside, OH

The Blood of Heaven
A Novel, by Kent Wascom
(Grove Press, 9780802121189, $25)
Recommended by Alise Hamilton, Andover Bookstore, Andover, MA

We Need New Names
A Novel, by NoViolet Bulawayo
(Reagan Arthur Books/Little, Brown, 9780316230810, $25)
Recommended by Annie Philbrick, Bank Square Books, Mystic, CT
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**The Art Forger**
A Novel, by B.A. Shapiro
Algonquin Books
9781616203160, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover by Tova Beiser,
Brown University Bookstore, Providence, RI

**Capital**
A Novel, by John Lanchester
W.W. Norton
9780393345094, $15.95
Recommended in hardcover by Catherine Weller,
Weller Book Works, Salt Lake City, UT

**The Chaperone**
A Novel, by Laura Moriarty
Riverhead Trade
9781594631436, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Katherine Osborne,
Kennebunk, ME

**Eight Girls Taking Pictures**
A Novel, by Whitney Otto
Scribner
9781451682724, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Cathy Langer,
Tattered Cover Book Store, Denver, CO

**The End of Your Life Book Club**
by Will Schwalbe
Vintage
9780307739780, $15
Recommended in hardcover by Laurie Paul,
The Elliott Bay Book Company, Seattle, WA

**Flight Behavior**
A Novel, by Barbara Kingsolver
Harper Perennial
9780062124272, $16.99
Recommended in hardcover by Erica Caldwell,
Present Tense, Batavia, NY

**In the Shadow of the Banyan**
A Novel, by Vaddey Ratner
Simon & Schuster
9781451657715, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Caitlin Caulfield,
Odyssey Bookshop, South Hadley, MA

**The Innocents**
A Novel, by Francesca Segal
Voice
9781401341893, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover by Susan Tyler,
The Book Bin, Onley, VA

**Live by Night**
A Novel, by Dennis Lehane
William Morrow Paperbacks
9780062197757, $16.99
Recommended in hardcover by Elizabeth Houghton
Barden, Big Hat Books, Indianapolis, IN

**The Revised Fundamentals of Caregiving**
A Novel, by Jonathan Evison
Algonquin Books
9781616203153, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover by Lynn Biggs,
Books & Company, Oconomowoc, WI

**Sutton**
A Novel, by J.R. Moehringer
Hyperion
9781401312688, $15.99
Recommended in hardcover by Bill Gunzane,
Nicola’s Books, Ann Arbor, MI

**When We Were the Kennedys**
A Memoir From Mexico, Maine, by Monica Wood
Mariner Books
9780544002326, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover by Barbara Kelly,
University of Southern Maine Bookstore,
Portland, ME

---

**Indies Now Sell Kobo eBooks and eReaders!**

A whole new way to shop indie.